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Thistle Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 442 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x
1.1in.Splendid entertainment, a peep show and a vivid analysis, full of sympathy and abounding in
madly logical ridiculousness. The Observer To find a novelist who saw more deeply and conveyed
more truly you have to go back to Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy, Balzac and Goethe, Mann and Hesse.
Bernard Levin One of the best of our novelists, certainly one of the most original, in the great early
tradition of Defoe and Fielding. Elizabeth Bowen A patient and penetrating analysis of childrens
minds. The Times Among Charley Browns first deeds as an evacuee to Longwater in the West
Country was to let loose the local bull. Boys who one minute had taunted him with the refrain
Ballocky baldy (Charleys lice had been evacuated from London with him), were the next minute
acknowledging him as their natural leader. Charley Brown, one of Joyce Carys most uproarious and
memorable creations, is a love and a terror. He is a quivering jelly in the hands of girls and women of
any age who show him kindness; through the wild force of his imagination he holds children rapt
with tales of desperate gunmen with...
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ReviewsReviews

A fresh e book with a new viewpoint. It is among the most awesome ebook we have read through. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Prof. Christelle Stark III-- Prof. Christelle Stark III

This book is worth getting. Yes, it really is enjoy, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like how the author publish this book.
-- Prof. Cindy Paucek I-- Prof. Cindy Paucek I
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